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THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ICU- A 

CASE OF SELF DESTRUCTION? 

PHILIP BONNER 

Author's Note: I do not now think of the I.C.U. as a failure so much as a 
movement appropriate to a time characterised by ~ural impoverishment 
without major industrialisation. Indeed leaders like Ch.ampiOn, usmg 
populist strategies, scored some very real. successesw1thm the hm1ts of 
what was possible- the Anti People-D1ppmg Campa1gn bemg? class1c of 
its kind. Ultimately, however, they were co-ordmatmg a constituency of 
'losers' and so were doomed to failure. 

The early 1920s were years of great ferment among black communi
ties in South Africa. Wartime industrialisation, post-war inflation, 
increased pressure on rural subsistence, and accelerated labour mi
gration together disrupted African society and brought a new surge 
of popular action aimed at accommodating and channelling the 
dislocations of change. Millenarian movements sprang up in the 
eastern Cape, predicting airborne liberation by black Americans, and 
captured the imagination of thousands of Transkeians. A rash of 
strikes spread through industrial centres, and reached their climax in 
1920, when seventy thousand African mine-workers downed tools on 
the Witwatersrand demanding higher pay. And new resistance was 
kindled among farm workers throughout the country in response to 
the tightening restrictions with which they were now being faced. 
Most important of all, and bridging this entire spectrum of reaction 
was the Industrial and Commercial Workers' Union of Africa. 
Founded in Cape Town early in 1919, the ICU spread in the mid
twenties throughout South Africa until by 1927 it could boast a 
membership of one hundred thousand - the largest trade union ever 
to have taken root in the continent of Africa. 

If the 1920s opened in an atmosphere of expectancy, they closed on 
an entirely different note. Dislocations undoubtedly persisted, but 
the hope of profiting from them had all but gone. In the Transkei and 
Ciskei, the millenium never materialised, and its prophecy brought 
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only suffering to nearly three hundred Israelites shot down at But
hoek in 1921. On the Witwatersrand mine workers achieved nothing 
except being driven back down their mines at bayonet point by 
government troops. And in the rural areas conditions steadily deter
iorated as a new wave of evictions got underway in the mid-twenties. 
As for the ICU, it proved the greatest disappointment of all. Despite a 
huge membership, its formal achievements were negligible. Labour 
conditions registered little improvement; wages remained more or 
less stationary; and a whole new range of discriminatory legislation 
was placed on the statute books. By the end of the decade, in reaction 
to failure, the Union began to crumble, and by 1931 it was more or 
less a spent force. The question this brief essay concerns itself with is 
why an era of such promise faded and why a movement of such 
potential withered away. 

At a superficial level, the ultimate disintegration of the ICU can be 
traced to financial instability, personal conflicts, weakness of central 
organisation, and so on. In a sense though, this does not explain a 
great deal. Had these been so serious, then the ICU would never have 
got underway in the first place, or at any rate would not have been 
~ble to function successfully for eight years. Considerably more 
Important were underlying weaknesses of analysis and strategy. The 
strategic objectives of the ICU it should be emphasised were clear 
enough: they wanted a fundamental redistribution of economic and 
political power. Less clear in their minds was how this should be 
achieved. In particular what the ICU leaders seem to have lacked was 
any systematic theory of how economy and society functioned in 
South Africa, and this in turn prevented them from evolving any 
adequate strategy to promote change. As a result, for the best part of 
~ dec~de, they mistook protest for pressure and numbers for strength, 
1gnonng all the while that there had to be some way for pressure to be 
brought to bear for it to have any effect. 
. The career of Clements Kadalie, Generai Secretary of the Union, 
Illustrates many of these shortcomings. Though reputedly an able 
organiser Kadalie spent most of his time touring round the country 
and giving speeches. Industrial organisation was neglected; section
alisation by industry ignored; and scarcely any effort towards union 
recognition was attempted. Instead Kadalie pinned his hopes on 
implausible political solutions. On occasions, as will· be seen, this 
might have had a limited justification. On others, as with his flirtation 
with Hertzog, it was manifestly absurd. Hertzog at this time had just 
allied his Nationalists to the South African Labour Party, and hoped 
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by associating himself with Kadalie to gain the Cape African vote in 
the coming election. The Smuts Government was admittedly in bad 
odour in African circles for the Bulhoek massacre and other similar 
incidents, but there were little grounds for expecting that a party 
whose labour wing had coined the slogan 'Workers of the World 
Unite for a White South Africa' would behave much better. Still more 
damning is that Kadalie took absolutely no precautions to ensure 
that they should do. No concessions were extracted, and Kadalie 
seems neither to have sought nor gained any assurance on even the 
question of recognition. One can only conclude that Kadalie was 
taken in by Hertzog's honeyed words; that tiring of stalemate he fell 
into the trap of mistaking dialogue for progress and of assuming that 
any movement at all must be better than none. 

In his pursuit of such pipe-dreams Kadalie resembled certain of his 
rural followers, who expected supernatural deliverance on purchase 
of an ICU card. The same facet of his personality was exhibited still 
more vividly in his expectations of international trade unionism. 
Within limits some sort of connection with world trade unionism 
would have been beneficial. It would have extended expertise and 
resources to the ICU, together with the psychological reassurance 
that it was not entirely alone. As the 1920s wore on however, Kadalie 
began to see this more as a substitute for local action than a supple
ment to it. In a way not altogether unfamiliar today he seems to have 
despaired of internal action and to have relied increasingly on press
ure from outside. Recognition from international trade union organi
sations was applied for and affiliation to the British Trade Union 
Congress was sought, with the idea in each case of using their leverage 
to extract concessions from government and white unions at home. 
By 1927 when Kadalie left to set up links with Europe, this had 
become the pivot of ICU strategy, and the mainstay of all their hopes. 

Even so, when Kadalie set sail for Europe in June 1927 the ICU 
appeared on the crest of a wave. Membership was soaring, branches 
were springing up everywhere and the organisation was fast becom
ing the symbol of black resistance throughout the Union. Appear
ances however were highly deceptive. Rather than attracting indus
trial workers during this period, lCU expansion was made up 
predominantly of labour tenants working on white farms, who were 
on the point of facing the rigours of new labour legislation. This 
notoriously unorganisable group soon proved themselves the achilles 
heel of the !CU. Scattered across thousands of square miles of 
countryside they were virtually impossible to protect, and quickly 
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so~ked up their own financial contribut" ' . 
actwns against unlawful eviction Ev IOns and others m legal 
drops in an ocean. In a situa( . en then these were no more than 
a~d where mere members hi ~~~hwhere thousands wer.e being.evicted 
atwn, the problem was t p e ICU was an InVItatiOn to VIctimis-

oo enormous to b, h' dl d euphoria of 1927 gav · . . e an e · As a result the 
ship slumped, finance~ ;'e~ ~~.the recnmmations of 1928. Member-
sharp decline. . attered and the organisation went into 

A similar crisis of ex t ( 
urban membershi.p Hpec a Ions was precipitated among the Union's 

· ere agam the p bl 
membership in an apparent! rando ro . em ,was. one of attracting 
preclude effective industriayl org ~ f~shwn, and In such a way as to 
Ic . . amsatwn of acti Th. 

U actiVIty had been evident 1 f . . on. . IS aspect of 
exaggerated in 1926 by th al~ost rom Its mceptwn, but it was 

e expu sion of com · f . 
They at least had been pr d . mumsts rom Its ranks. 

epare to use the stnk · 
for premature political ends w·th th . d e weapon, If often only 
idea of striking fell into disu~e ;h eJr 1 ~parture however, the very 
in making themselves 'elt Wh. e ptlena ties_ of neglect were not long 

• 
1

' · en a urry of t ·k h. Johannesburg in 1927 th . _ . s .n es It Durban and 
lend support. Instead, a~ ~~~a~~ss~~IOn was neither willing or able to 
counselled restraint and return t steknce of Ethelreda Lewis they 

o wor The im f IC · · proved enormous Confi.d · pact o U mactwn · ence was under · d 
ers, and the Union's credibility lost C . ~Ine ~mong many work-
moreover, it put new strains on the. o~n~I mg with Its :ural decline, 
to sustain. Regional rivalri~- , d orgamsatw~ which It was unable 
papered over. t. f san personal tensiOns which had been 

m Ime o growth broke . h f . 
it entered decline, and by 1930 the IcoJ~n Wit resh acnmony when 

It is sometimes argued that it was K' a? ;ffectively .fallen apart. 
1927, together with hJ·s d .. · . adahe s absence m Europe in 

. ecisiOn to Import th B · · h . 
Ballinger, on his return, that tilted th lCU. e nt.Is trade umonist, 
practice, as has been shown th e . mto cnsJs and decline. ln 
Although Kadalie's absence i~ 19;7 :alais~ went ~eeper than that. 
tion of firm leadership at . . I ~y have depnved the organisa
attempts at reorganisation ~~rlt~~a tJ.me, a.n~ altho~gh Ballinger's 
ICU the real probl y ave mtensJfied feudmg within the 

' ems were the 1 t d. . 
analysis and strategy. To sa this hong-s an mg ones of a lack of 
question of why no sounder y I . owever merely begs the broader 
answer to this it is n~cessar ~~~ ysis or strateg_y .developed, and for an 
the leadership and th y ~ok _more expl~citly at the character of 

e constramts of the Situatio . h' 
operated. ln a sense the ICU'· 1 d . . n m w Ich they 
for their organisation's coli s e~ ers are no_t entirely to be blamed 

apse. or a long time the pitfalls of loose 
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thinking were obscured by the spectacular gains that were achieved 
from projecting precisely this sort of diffuse appeal. With the African 
National Congress confining itselflargely to elite concerns, it sufficed 
tor the !CU simply to voice mass grievances for it to become the 
principle vehicle of African discontent. The inherent dangers of this 
approach scarcely need elaboration; what mattered was not so much 
numbers as their relationship and ratio to the object under attack. 
And when that object was broadly political, the scattered following of 
the ICU could have little success until organised on some more 

effective basis to confront the state. 
Even here the leadership has some defence. They could and did 

claim that political and economic issues were inseparable; that in the 
face of measures like the Pass Laws and the Industrial Conciliation 
Act, both had to be confronted at the same time. The obvious 
weakness of this line of argument was that it confused the diagnosis 
with the cure. Political and economic issues might be intertwined, but 
since the only available power base was the organised working class it 
was this that had to be used. The word 'organised' is of some import
ance here. Agricultural labourers, as we have seen, were virtually 
unorganisable; so too, it can be argued were those in the reserves. 
Clamped into a system of tribal control and insulated administrative
ly from outside, the ICU could never easily have achieved penetration 
there- whatever the merits of organising migrant labour at its rural 
end. Nor in fact did they really try. All this left, therefore, was the 
urban working class; and it is in their failure to organise this group 

that the ICU can chiefly be criticised. 
The ICU's comparative neglect of urban workers was in some 

measure a reflection of its leadership calibre. While they may have 
been correct in adopting a political strategy, they were mistaken in 
pursuing it prematurely, and in not developing a trade union strategy 
as a platform for their political goals. The reason for this negligence 
can be traced to their elite or petit-bourgeois background. Whereas in 
European trade unionism, trade union leadership had developed 
organically from the working class, in the ICU movement had been 
created and a leadership imposed more or less from the outside. From 
the outset, therefore, the movement was characterised by the cult of 
the personality, and by contradictory bourgeois aims. Both Cham
pion, the ICU's Nata\ leader, and Kadalie bear this stamp. Each relied 
more on charisma than on organisation, and each saw the standing of 
the Union as being synonymous with his own. This was damaging, 
not only because it substituted populism for trade unionism, but 
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because it also gave rise to a . ultimately split the or . . senes of personal vendettas which 
ganisatwn apart In th f 

because he believed one had t b . e case o Champion 
standing, and because he saw ~he est:~an of prope~ty to be a man of 
o~ his own, he felt no qualms abo re of the u_n~on as_ a reflection 
With those of his own Wh"l th .. ut mmghng official union finances 

· I e IS was not nece ·1 d" 
the narrow financial view it . f ssan Y Isastrous from 
a! conflicts became erson 7-as rom a br~a_der political one. Region-
did level accusation~ of c a Ise~: and political opponents could and 
Once decline and financi~;rs~~~o~nfor more ge_n~ral pol~tical ends. 
automatically ensued. g cy set m, disintegratiOn almost 

Le~dership deficiencies were therefore . . . 
questiOns still remain Wh d"d cntical. But some naggmg 
develop? Or did the I CU . y f I a more adequate leadership never 
the situation appropriate fm tactdget t~e l_eadership it deserved? Was 

or ra e unionism 0 · · 
effective organisation and le d h. , ' r was It Impossible for 

b 
a ers Ip to emerge? C t · 1 

e made for this last argument U I" . er _am y a case can 
fraction of the black w k" . n ~ke today for mstance only a 
trial working force w~~ hmgl fpopulatwn ":as absorbed in the indus-

' IC e t a reservOir of t d 
theory available to undercut . d u~ appe labour in 
maJ·ority of Af. umon emands. Unhke today the large 

ncan workers were II . I . 
that they could supplement urbane we('{[~e J: migratory in the sense 
hence were not totally comm· d age~ ":Ith ru~al subsidies, and 
today there were only a hand~~~ o/~a:he~r md~stnal ~ilieu. Unlike 
bases for authentic industrial unions uge _scale mdu_stnes to _serve as 
argued no viable alternative to j· nhk~ today, m short, It can be 
of leader_ could have emerged. popu Ism existed, and no other breed 

But this again seems to · h . 
instance, the black and col~~m~ t e picture ~oo blackly. In 1921, for 
837 000, a growing proporti re to~_k force m urba_n areas numbered 
much of the following d ond o w Ich was becommg stabilised. For 
sufficiehtly steady to mop ecat:· moreover, economic growth was 
erase the threat of competi~fon ~r~:~ss of labour supply and largely 
ed. Lastly among black lab any reserve army of unemploy
nf worker, consciousness, ofo~~ ~ehne~ally there had ~eveloped a sense 
more visible form Th _Ic t e post-war stnkes were but the 

I 
· e potential for some sort f t d . . 

l 1erefore, clearly existed Wh th . o ra e umomsm, 
more than the ICU is f . e er_ It was enough to sustain much 
l his writer it was thougohc thou~se, I~ different matter. In the opinion of 

I 
' e Imp 1catwns of great 

>een politically amb· . h . . er success may have Iguous, ot ers wtll disa . 
the moment it seems .t . gree even with that. For 

I must remam an open question. 
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To conclude, what was the legacy of the ICU? Obviously to the 
extent that it disintegrated it was one of failure. But that failure was 
not as complete as is often assumed. Local leaders and linkages did 
not simply vanish, but remained ready to be taken up when new 
organisations emerged. Similarly, worker consciousness, though bat
tered, was also hardened and prepared for action of a more disciplin
ed form. In a sense the very memory of the ICU was to prove 
instructive, an encouragement and a warning to all who followed on. 
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